Guests of exchange students

For **guest students**, if they stay in the same room of the host student is the **1000 HUF/night**.

Steps:

1. [http://hallgato.sth.sze.hu](http://hallgato.sth.sze.hu) – Claim for an overnight permission.
2. Reception at K/3 – Pay for the overnight permission.

The use of the permission for the guest is compulsory.

The guest has to leave the dormitory at least 22:00 after the last night, but if the guest left the dormitory before 22:00, he or she can only enter the dormitory, if he or she has got guest card.

If a resident does not announce his or her guest, or the guest does not leave the dormitory till 22:00, the penalty is 2000 HUF.

Other option is if the student’s guest is not sleeping in the student’s room: (guests or guest students) it is **7080 HUF/room/night (2 bed)**.

**ACCOMODATION**

Independent foreign students and guest have to reserve accommodation individually: burom.szilvia@sze.hu